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Remove ‘terror
content’, Europe
tells web firms
BRUSSELS: Google, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter and other
internet companies must show the European Union within
three months that they are removing extremist content more
rapidly or face legislation forcing them to do so. Several
governments have increased pressure on social media com-
panies to do more to remove illegal content-from material
related to groups such as Islamic state and incitement to
commit atrocities-and the sector has increased efforts to
demonstrate its progress.

But in its strongest call yet to the technology sector the
European Commission on Thursday recommended measures
that internet platforms should take to stop the proliferation
of extremist content, including the removal of such material
within an hour of being notified of its existence. European
governments have said that extremist content on the web
has influenced lone-wolf attackers who have killed people in
several European cities after being radicalized. “While sev-
eral platforms have been removing more illegal content than
ever before ... we still need to react faster against terrorist
propaganda and other illegal content which is a serious
threat to our citizens’ security, safety and fundamental
rights,” Digital Commissioner Andrus Ansip said in
Thursday’s statement.

European online trade association EDiMA, whose mem-
bers include Google, Facebook and Twitter, said it was dis-
mayed the Commission had not first chosen to engage in
dialogue. A one-hour turn-around time might also not be
workable, it said. The recommendation, which is non-binding
but could be taken into account by European courts, sets
guidelines on how companies should remove illegal content
generally-from copyright infringements to hate speech-and
advises a quicker reaction to extremist material.

The Commission said it would assess the need for leg-
islation within three months for what it described as “ter-
rorist content”, given the urgency of the issue. For all oth-
er types of illegal content it will assess progress made
within six months. It also called on the technology sector,
which is dominated by U.S. companies, to adopt proactive
measures such as automated detection to rid their plat-
forms of illegal content.—Reuters

The key to develop ‘next generation’ services

Mobile network equipment 
makers eyeing 5G windfall

BARCELONA: Struggling mobile network equipment
makers are eyeing a possible boom in business from
the first rollout of super-fast 5G wireless networks.
The European Union wants European firms to start
offering 5G-seen as key to develop “next generation”
services such as telemedicine or automatic driving-in
2020. The first commercial 5G roll-outs begin this
year and next in the United States, Korea and Japan.

Telecoms operators, who have cut spending in
recent years on their networks, hitting network
equipment makers like market leader Ericsson, will
have to spend hundreds of billions in the coming
years to develop their 5G networks. Deutsche
Telekom has estimated the
cost of providing 5G net-
works in Europe alone will
be 300-500 billion euros
($370-615 billion).

“5G is definitely good
for us but also for other
industries and society,”
said Ericsson’s chief tech-
nology off icer, Erik
Ekudden, at  the Mobile
World Congress in
Barcelona. He predicted
the technology, which
makes it possible to download a full length film in
less than a second, would provide up to 35 percent
additional growth to service providers. “There is an
even bigger upside for other industries. Our own
growth will be comparatively modest by compari-
son,” said Ekudden.

Huawei ahead 
Low-cost Chinese player Huawei has been the

biggest winner so far. It has spent heavily on research
and development and managed to undermine the
position of its rivals with less expensive products.

Huawei chief executive Ken Hu said at the congress
that his company had signed  memorandums of
understanding for 5G equipment with 45 operators in
Asia, Europe and North America. “The margins have
dropped significantly with the arrival of Huawei on
the market”, said Dexter Thilien, analyst with BMI
Research. This weakened an already highly competi-
tive sector and triggered the merger of French tele-
coms equipment company Alcatel-Lucent and
Finland’s Nokia in 2016, he added. Three firms now
dominate the global mobile network market-Ericsson,
Huawei and Nokia.

New clients 
5G wireless networks

promise to unlock the
potential of internet con-
nected devices, or the
Internet of Things, which
could create a whole new
category of potential
clients for equipment mak-
ers aside from traditional
telecoms operators. French
environmental  services
group Veolia for example
has set up its own wireless

network for its smart meters.
Airports, highways, railways and other infrastruc-

ture operators are all “potential good clients of 5G
frequencies,” said the president of French telecoms
regulator Arcep, Sebastien Soriano, in Barcelona. The
new uses for wireless networks are often completely
different, which is forcing gear makers to seek part-
ners from other areas.

Huawei for example has one thousand partners in
other areas “to provide different use cases” for wire-
less networks, said the company’s executive director
and president of products and solutions Ryan Ding.

“We are an expert of telecom industries, but we don’t
know much about connecting cows for example,” he
added, in a reference to connected farming.

‘Whole new business environment’ 
Mobile network equipment makers remain prudent,

despite the potential rise in the number of clients. “It’s
a whole new business environment, there can be room

for newcomers in this market,” said Ekudden of
Ericsson. “But scale and leverage are also important,
there shouldn’t be unique self-built networks for every
kind of application.” Their caution is based on the les-
sons of the past. With the arrival of 3G wireless net-
works, telecoms operators spent heavily, mistakenly
believing they would be able to recover their invest-
ment by charging for mobile internet access.  —AFP

BARCELONA: Docomo 5G Robot remote humanoid assistant draws some ‘sumi-e’ style drawings on the
first day of the Mobile World Congress (MWC). —AFP

Pet cloning is not 
just for celebrities
anymore
MIAMI: After photographer Monni Must’s 28-year-old
daughter Miya committed suicide while in the midst of an
abusive relationship, the grieving mother adopted Miya’s
spunky black Labrador, Billy Bean. Last year, as the 10th
anniversary of her daughter’s death approached, the dog
was nearing 13 and becoming increasingly frail. “I knew
that I was falling apart,” said Must. “The thought of Billy
dying was just more than I could handle.”

So she decided to clone her. She paid more than
$50,000 for what is essentially an identical twin of Billy,
born at a later date. “I have three other daughters and they
thought I had completely lost my mind,” Must said.
Cloning animals is hardly new. The first major success was
Dolly the sheep, born in 1996 as the first mammal cloned
from an adult cell. In 2005, researchers in South Korea
cloned the first dog. But the news this week that singer
Barbra Streisand had cloned her dog grabbed international
headlines, and sparked fresh outrage from animal rights
groups.

People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA)
president Ingrid Newkirk issued a statement saying she
would “love to have talked her out of cloning,” noting that
“millions of wonderful adoptable dogs are languishing in
animal shelters every year or dying in terrifying ways
when abandoned.” Vicki Katrinak, program manager for
animal research issues at the Humane Society of the
United States, agreed. Companies that clone animals are
“preying on grieving pet owners, giving them a false
promise that they are going to replicate their beloved pet,”
she said. “Pet cloning doesn’t replicate a pet’s personality,”
she said, adding there is “no justification” for the practice.

Clients rich and poor 
Just how many pets are cloned each year is unclear. The

main US company engaged in the practice, ViaGen Pets,
declined requests for comment. “We have produced thou-
sands of happy, healthy cloned cows and hundreds of
cloned horses,” says its website, adding that company sci-
entists “have been developing successful animal cloning
and reproductive technology for over 15 years.”

A former employee of ViaGen, who spoke to AFP on
condition of anonymity, estimated that the Texas-based
company has cloned around 100 cats and dogs. The other
main source for cloned pets is the Sooam Biotech
Research Foundation in Seoul, South Korea, which says it

has cloned some 800 pets and charges $100,000 each.
Many companies have tried and failed to make the pet
cloning business work. 

Ron Gillespie, a former cattle semen salesman, owns a
company called PerPETuate, which collects pet DNA for
$1,300 plus a storage fee. They used to do pet cloning, but
now farm it out to other companies like ViaGen Pets, he
said. His client list runs the gamut from rich to poor, he
said. “I have a homeless man and I have a celebrity,” said
Gillespie, adding that the homeless man was not out on the
street when he paid for to have his dog’s DNA frozen, but
fell into dire financial straits afterward. Now, he desperate-
ly wants “to get his dog back,” but is unsure if he will ever
be able to pay for a clone, Gillespie said. 

How it works 
Dogs can be cloned up to five days after they die and

cats up to three, as long as the corpses are kept cool,
Gillespie said. Ideally, though, the pet should be alive when
the veterinarian takes a tissue biopsy, a chunk of skin and
muscle about the size of a pencil eraser.

The next step is to take an egg cell from a donor dog,
remove the egg’s nucleus, and insert DNA from the pet to

be cloned. When an embryo develops, it is transplanted in
the womb of a surrogate dog. Animal rights groups say the
process causes undue suffering to the dogs that provide
the egg cells and carry the embryos. “Because cloning has
a high failure rate, many dogs are caged and tormented for
every birth that actually occurs,” said Newkirk. 

Traits that will carry over can include temperament,
physical characteristics and genetic flaws. Coat patterns
may differ, and the cloned animal will have no awareness
of the life its predecessor lived.  According to Must, the
puppy that was cloned from Billy is playful and fearless,
like her. They also share the same petite frame, shiny coat
and big paws.

“They look exactly alike for sure. She will do things like
Billy does, like putting her head down and rolling into your
lap,” said Must. She named the puppy Gunni, after the
town in Colorado, Gunnison, where her daughter lived, and
is grateful for the respite from grief the canine has provid-
ed. She was born the same week as the anniversary of her
daughter’s passing. The puppy’s first ultrasound took
place-coincidentally-on Miya’s birthday. “It was singularly
one of the best decisions that I have made,” Must said. “It
has given me a new lease on life.” —AFP

MIAMI: This February 27, 2018, portrait courtesy of Monni Must shows a black Labrador puppy named Gunni (L) a
clone of Billy Bean (R), essentially an identical twin born later and derived from Billy Bean’s DNA. —AFP

Sensors help 
smartphones keep
eye on solo seniors
BARCELONA: Looking after an elderly relative who lives alone
can be a huge source of worry. But what if your smartphone
could automatically alert you if your mother has stayed in bed all
morning or suffered a fall? Small sensors that monitor home
activity and can send alerts to smartphones are making it easier
to keep an eye on seniors from a distance, helping them to live
independently for longer instead of going to a nursing home.

The products on display at the Mobile World Congress, the
world’s largest mobile phone fair in Barcelona, are part of the
rapidly growing elderly care tech industry. This is expected to be
worth $20 billion (16 billion euros) in the United States alone by
2020, according to Laurie Orlov, an industry analyst. “For the
past couple of years the tech industry has become more inter-
ested in this area because they see an ageing population. Baby
boomers represent a large market segment,” said Orlov, who
began the Aging in Place Technology Watch blog in 2008.

Sensors have also come down in price, making their commer-

cial use for home monitoring of seniors more viable, she added.
London-based startup Voltaware unveiled a system that uses a
sensor installed in the home’s main fuse box, which transmits data
on electricity consumption via wi-fi to a cloud-based server
where it is analyzed. If a senior does not get up in the morning
and turn on the coffee machine as usual, the system detects the
lack of activity and the person’s carer is warned by text message.

‘Don’t notice it’ 
The service is being offered on a trial basis by two electrical

companies in Britain and one in Italy. “With cameras you would
need several to see the whole picture, so it is expensive. Our stuff
is very inexpensive because it’s just one per household,” said
Voltaware chairman Sergey Ogorodnov. Israeli 3D imaging com-
pany Vayyar presented a new sensor that uses radio waves to
map where people are in a room.

It can also tell if they are sitting, standing, or laying down-and
if they are breathing. If somebody stops breathing or has fallen
down, their caregiver is sent a text alert. Only a single sensor
placed in a central location is needed because it relies on radio
waves, which can “see” through walls to detect what is happen-
ing in other rooms. Concerns have been raised that home moni-
toring systems can violate privacy but the sensor makers argue
that in most cases it is the elderly themselves who request the
system-and they can turn it off when they want. Also, sensors do
not record images like camera based monitoring systems so they

are better suited to personal spaces like bathrooms, said Vayyar
director of marketing Malcolm Berman. “Sensors enable you to
do really sophisticated monitoring without any of those privacy
concerns,” he said.

Demographic shift 
The need for tech products that help seniors stay at home

longer is expected to grow sharply, given the the world’s ageing
population. Globally, the number of people aged 60 or more is
predicted to more than triple to 3.1 billion by 2100, according to
United Nations estimates. Swedish telecoms firm Doro, the mar-
ket leader in easy-to-use mobile devices for seniors, unveiled a
sensors-based home monitoring system for the elderly which
can send a text warning that they have fallen or even left the
fridge open. Doro president Robert Puskaric said the launch of
the “SmartCare” service was “an important strategic move” for
the company, which aims to cater to the growing number of sen-
iors who live alone.

Predict falls? 
Sensors may soon be used to predict when a senior is about

to suffer a fall. Canadian start-up Aerial has patented a system
that monitors human behavior in a home by tracking distur-
bances to the wi-fi signal when a person moves. The information
is then made available on an easy to read app, allowing relatives
to check if an elderly family member has gotten up for example.

The company is working on a more advanced version that
warns when a senior is at risk of falling by detecting sudden
changes in their walking speed or gait. “There is a strong desire
to have seniors live at home as long as they can.  Any type of
independence they can maintain is great,” said Aerial project
manager Jon Druker. —AFP

BARCELONA: A man speaks on his smartphone at the
Mobile World Congress (MWC), on the last day of the
world’s biggest mobile fair. —AFP

Bigger upside
for other 
industries


